
“For cutting off our Trade with all parts of the world.” (English Policies Timeline: Tea 
Act/Monopoly, Intolerable Acts) 
Grievance 1 (from the Declaration of Independence) best matches with “AOC weakness and 
Constitution fix” letter _____ because… 
 
“For imposing Taxes on us without our Consent.” (English Policies Timeline: Stamp Act, Tea Act, 
Townsend Act) 
“He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing Armies without the Consent of our 
legislatures.” (English Policies Timeline: Quartering Act) 
Grievance 2 (from the Declaration of Independence) best matches with “AOC weakness and 
Constitution fix” letter _____ because… 

 
“He has obstructed the Administration of Justice by refusing his Assent to Laws for establishing 
Judiciary Powers.” 
“He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone for the tenure of their offices, and the 
amount and payment of their salaries.”  
Grievance 3 (from the Declaration of Independence) best matches with “AOC weakness and 
Constitution fix” letter _____ because… 
 
“He has refused his Assent (approval) to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the 
public good.” 
“He has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless 
suspended in their operation till his Assent should be obtained; and when so suspended, he has 
utterly neglected to attend to them.” 
Grievance 4 (from the Declaration of Independence) best matches with “AOC weakness and 
Constitution fix” letter _____ because… 
 
“A Prince, whose character is thus marked by every act which may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be 
the ruler of a free people.” 
Grievance 5 (from the Declaration of Independence) best matches with “AOC weakness and 
Constitution fix” letter _____ because… 
 
“He has dissolved Representative Houses repeatedly, for opposing with manly firmness his 
invasions on the rights of the people.” 
Grievance 6 (from the Declaration of Independence) best matches with “AOC weakness and 
Constitution fix” letter _____ because… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



AOC Weakness and Constitution Fix: Letter A 
AOC Weakness: No National court system (judicial branch) 
Constitution Fix: Article III, Section I: “The judicial Power of the United States, shall be vested 
in one supreme Court, and in such inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain 
and establish.” 
 
AOC Weakness and Constitution Fix: Letter B 
AOC Weakness: No central leadership (executive Branch) 
Constitution Fix: Article II, Section 1: The executive Power shall be vested in a President of the 
United States of America. 
 
AOC Weakness and Constitution Fix: Letter C 
AOC Weakness: Congress had no power to tax and pay for things like an army to defend. 
Constitution Fix: Article I, Section 8: “The Congress shall have Power To lay and collect 
Taxes…to pay the Debts and provide for the common Defence and general Welfare of the 
United States.”  
 
AOC Weakness and Constitution Fix: Letter D 
AOC Weakness: Congress had no power to enforce its laws 
Constitution Fix: Article II, Section 3: “…he shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully 
executed…” 
 
AOC Weakness and Constitution Fix: Letter E 
AOC Weakness: Changes to the Articles required unanimous consent of 13 states. (ALL states 
had to agree to amend) 
Constitution Fix: Article V: “The Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem it 
necessary, shall propose Amendments to this Constitution…” 
 
AOC Weakness and Constitution Fix: Letter F 
AOC Weakness: Congress had no power to regulate trade 
Constitution Fix: Article I, Section 8: “The Congress shall have Power…To regulate Commerce 
with foreign Nations, and among the several states.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


